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COLD OPEN

INT. OFFICE - RECEPTION AREA - MORNING - D1

A BANNER over Pam’s desk reads: TO BE HEALTHY IS TO BE HAPPY. 
PAM sits under the banner, deadpan.

NURSES roam the office, taking blood pressure, checking 
vitals, etc.

MICHAEL (V.O.)
Two weeks ago, Dunder Mifflin hosted a 
company-wide wellness extravaganza. To 
set an example for the troops, I did 
all my fluids. Urine, saliva, blood --

INT. CONFERENCE ROOM - CONTINUOUS - D1

JIM, TOBY and RYAN sit in the conference room, sleeves rolled 
up, ready for the blood draw.

MICHAEL lies on the floor, unconscious. A nurse kneels by 
MICHAEL, lightly slapping his cheek.

CUT TO:

MICHAEL TALKING HEAD - D2

MICHAEL
Today we get the results back, and 
people are freaking out. Blood tells 
all, my friends.

INT. OFFICE - CONTINUOUS - D2

Everyone looks absolutely bored. Michael interprets this as 
brooding and WHISPERS their thoughts.

MICHAEL (V.O.)
What will my tests show? Do I have 
cancer? AIDS? High cholesterol?

MICHAEL TALKING HEAD

MICHAEL
The only thing I worry about is my 
diet. I know I should be on Atkins. 
Though you could say I’ve been on 
Atkins since the day I was born. In my 
family, breast feeding meant chicken.
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INT. OFFICE - RECEPTION AREA - CONTINUOUS - D2

MISS CALVIN, a weary middle-aged nurse, enters the office. 
She heaves two heavy FILE CASES onto Pam’s desk.

PAM
Are those the test results?

Michael rushes out from his office.

MICHAEL
Michael Scott, Regional Manager. Given 
the confidential and possibly 
emotional nature of this information, 
I invite you to use my --

MISS CALVIN
Not on the clock yet, sweetie. 
Restroom?

Pam points. The nurse walks away.

MICHAEL 
Take your time. Remember to wash your 
hands. I recommend the air dryer.

Michael carries her files into his office. A moment later, he 
peaks out again.

ANGLE ON NURSE

She enters the break room, en route to the bathroom.

BACK TO OFFICE

Michael quickly shuts the door. Pam looks at CAMERA.

INT. MICHAEL’S OFFICE - CONTINUOUS - D2

Michael is alone with the files. He fingers through 
ALPHABETICAL TABS, stopping on S. Glances up at camera, then 
rifles through until he sees a tab marked: M. SCOTT.

He lifts the file halfway out. Opens it just enough to peak 
inside -- 

And drops the file, terrified by what he has seen. He backs 
away from the box. His face is pale.

He turns to camera. Tears well up. 

END OF COLD OPEN
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ACT ONE

PAM AND JIM TALKING HEADS

PAM
My electrolytes are out of balance.

JIM
That explains so much.

ANGELA TALKING HEAD

ANGELA
I’m anemic. I knew that already.

KEVIN TALKING HEAD

KEVIN
My LDL Cholesterol is 220. That’s bad, 
right?

TOBY TALKING HEAD

TOBY
I have low blood pressure. And low 
blood sugar. Low metabolism. My 
platelets count is low...

PAM AND JIM TALKING HEADS

JIM
I have excess hemoglobin, which means 
my blood is high on oxygen.

PAM
That explains so much.

DWIGHT TALKING HEAD

DWIGHT
I don’t take blood tests. I don’t 
trust my blood outside my body. What 
if they clone me? In 10 years, I could 
meet Dwight Schrute walking down the 
street. Then I’d have to kill myself.

CUT TO:

EXT. CHURCH - LATER THAT MORNING - D2

A large Catholic Church. A melodic BELL TOLLS.
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INT. CHURCH - CONTINUOUS - D2

Michael stands by the HOLY WATER FONT. Dips a finger but 
doesn’t know how to start the cross. Is it left to right 
first, or up and down?

As he fumbles, he catches a fragrance. Smells his finger. 

MICHAEL
(to camera)

Perfumed.

Dips his finger again, dabs a little behind his ears.

He sits in a pew. Looks around. 

INSERT SHOTS

Serene statuary. Lovely stained glass. A leering gargoyle. 

BACK TO CHURCH

Michael reacts to the gargoyle, and scoots further down the 
pew. There he kneels. Bows his head. 

MICHAEL 
God, you are my manager. I am your 
employee. Be to me what I am to my 
inferiors. I’ll wait for your answer, 
for your word, no matter how long it 
takes. I’m here for you, God.

After 5 seconds, he jumps up.

MICHAEL (CONT'D)
This isn’t working.

He walks toward a CONFESSIONAL BOOTH. A line of ELDERLY 
PEOPLE wait outside. The line goes down an aisle, so most of 
the old folks are sitting.

Michael stands at the back of the line. Tries to be patient. 
Then starts pushing and climbing over people.

MICHAEL (CONT'D)
Excuse me. Excuse me. Look, I need to 
talk to God way more than you do. 
You’re dying naturally. BFD. I’m dying 
young and good looking so I get dibs.

To get around an ELDERLY WOMAN and her WALKER, he picks her 
up in a bear hug, swivels, and puts her behind him. 

He steps up to the confessional and bangs on the door. 
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A YOUNG PRIEST pokes his head out, offended.

PRIEST
Are you knocking on a confessional?

MICHAEL 
I didn’t see a bell.

INT. CONFESSIONAL - LATER - D2

The CAMERA’S POV wobbles as Michael props it up in a corner 
of the cramped booth. Finally, the view stabilizes.

MICHAEL
Forgive me, pastor, for I have done 
things. I’m not actually Catholic, so 
it’s been my whole life since my last 
confession. 

PRIEST (O.S.)
This better be good.

MICHAEL
My blood tests came back today. I have 
a brain tumor. I’m dying.

PRIEST (O.S.)
OK. That’s pretty good. Go on.

Michael starts crying.

INT. CHURCH - CONTINUOUS - D2

The elderly people listen to his weeping.

BACK TO CONFESSIONAL

MICHAEL
I thought only women got tumors. 
That’s why I never donated to the 
American Cancer Sorority or PBS. I 
only gave to charities that helped 
men, like the NRA or Boy Scouts. I’m 
so selfish. I thought you had to have 
breasts. Can I say breasts in here?

PRIEST (O.S.)
It sounds like you haven’t accepted 
your death.

MICHAEL
Of course I haven’t accepted my death! 
How can I accept my death? How can I 
die? 

(MORE)
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I don’t understand how God would let 
me die, ever! How can the world go on 
without me in it?

INT. CHURCH - CONTINUOUS - D2

The elderly folks are standing close to the confessional, 
leaning in, listening to every word.

BACK TO CONFESSIONAL

Michael weeps quietly into his hands.

PRIEST (O.S.)
Sometimes affirmation can help us 
reach acceptance.

MICHAEL
Affirmation? 

PRIEST (O.S.)
Gather your loved ones. Conduct a 
living funeral, like in the book, 
“Tuesdays With Morrie.”

MICHAEL
Morrie who?

Throughout the priest’s speech, Michael starts to perk up.

PRIEST (O.S.)
I’ve been to a lot of funerals. People 
speak from the heart. It’s so 
wonderful, but in a way, so tragic. 
Because the person who should really 
hear it -- is dead. But at a living 
funeral, your friends and family get 
to tell you, Michael Scott, how much 
they love you. How much they admire 
you. How much they’ll miss you. 

Michael looks at the camera. He can’t hide a smile.

EXT. CHURCH - MOMENTS LATER - D2

Michael steps out of the confessional and is met by the 
elderly folks. They embrace him, offer kind words, surround 
him with tenderness.

Michael basks in it. 

CUT TO:

MICHAEL (CONT'D)
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INT. OFFICE - BREAK ROOM - D2

Jim, Pam and Toby sit in the break room. Dwight walks up.

DWIGHT
Has anyone heard from Michael?

PAM
He left so fast, I didn’t have a 
chance to ask where he was going.

DWIGHT 
He’s not answering his cell phone.

TOBY
In Scranton, an accident occurs every 
7 minutes. He’s been gone three hours. 
Statistically, that’s 27 accidents. 

DWIGHT
I’ll check the emergency rooms.

Dwight rushes out, on a mission.

PAM
Is that true?

TOBY
It is if you want to get rid of 
Dwight.

JIM
Low blood sugar, my ass.

Jim puts up a hand. Toby high-fives him.

CUT TO:

INT. BOOKSTORE - D2

Michael flips through a copy of “TUESDAYS WITH MORRIE.”

MICHAEL
208 pages.

MICHAEL TALKING HEAD - BOOKSTORE IN BACKGROUND

MICHAEL
Usually when I say I’d rather drop 
dead than read a long book, I’m being 
salacious. Today, I really could drop 
dead. 
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BACK TO BOOKSTORE

Michael and a TEENAGE BOOKSELLER stand in front of a rack of 
CLIFF NOTES. Michael flips through several.

MICHAEL
These are all over a hundred pages. 
I’ll be dead by then. Probably. 

BOOKSELLER
There are some internet sites that 
summarize books.

INT. BOOKSTORE - LATER

Michael stands in front of a computer, reading. 

MICHAEL
This is amazing... I wish I would have 
known about this site in Junior High.

He reads another 5 seconds, then looks up.

MICHAEL (CONT'D)
(to camera)

What an incredible book. That’s 
exactly what I’m going to do.

Starts to turn away, then sees something on the monitor.

MICHAEL (CONT'D)
“To Kill A Mockingbird.” Great movie. 
Jennifer Lawrence is hot. 

(clicks mouse)
Two pages. Yeah. I got time.

(starts to read)

CUT TO:

INT. OFFICE - D2

Jim, Pam, Toby, Stanley, Angela and Phyllis stand in the 
center of the office. Ryan walks up.

RYAN
What’s going on?

STANLEY
We got nothing to do.

PAM
Everyone’s caught up on work.
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PHYLLIS
We get a lot more done when Michael’s 
not here.

JIM
And Dwight.

Everyone nods in agreement. Angela frowns.

ANGELA TALKING HEAD

ANGELA
Yes, I was more productive today. But 
productivity isn’t everything.

CUT TO:

EXT. SCRANTON BROTHERS MORTUARY - AFTERNOON - D2

A row of TOMBSTONES are on display out front, each with a big 
price tag. Definitely a low end, sales-driven business. 

INT. SCRANTON BROTHERS MORTUARY - LATER - D2

Michael inspects several CASKETS. An ancient, fawning 
MORTICIAN follows at his elbow.

MORTICIAN
This is 16-gauge stainless steel. 
These are bronze and copper -- more 
expensive, but they never erode. Now 
we come to our wood models. Ah, 
mahogany! With wood, cost is based on 
type of wood and quality of finish.

MICHAEL
(to camera)

Almost like buying furniture.
(to Mortician)

I’m going to be wearing my first real 
Armani suit. What about water damage?

MORTICIAN
All our caskets are air and water 
tight, thanks to our patent-pending 
Rapture rubber sealing.

MICHAEL
Good to know.

MORTICIAN
These are all excellent choices, but 
if I may be so bold, for a man of your 
stature, a crypt is more appropriate.
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MICHAEL
That sounds creepy.

MORTICIAN
Oh no, sir. A crypt is to caskets what 
Paris Hilton is to Doris Day.

CUT TO:

INT. OFFICE - CONFERENCE ROOM - D2

Everyone is in the conference room. Eating, chatting. For 
once, the office looks like a healthy place.

Dwight rushes in.

DWIGHT
Has Michael called?

PAM
Not yet.

DWIGHT
I’ve checked the emergency rooms. I’ve 
checked his house, twice.

TOBY
Maybe he was depressed about his test 
results. If we only knew where Michael 
goes when he’s depressed...

Angela rolls her eyes, but Dwight considers the idea. He 
hesitates a moment, then rushes out.

TOBY (CONT'D)
It’ll take him hours to check every 
Chilis in the area.

Jim puts up a hand. Toby gives him another high-five.

CUT TO:

EXT. SCRANTON BROTHERS MORTUARY - D2

Michael and the mortician walk down a row of CRYPTS, VAULTS, 
and MAUSOLEUMS ranging from small to elaborately gaudy.

MORTICIAN
In death as in life, it is the 
external that reveals who we are. You 
wear power suits to tell your 
colleagues you are a leader. You drive 
a sexy car to tell women you live hard 
and fast. 

(MORE)
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You own a home to tell the world you 
are a person of substance. Can such a 
man be stuffed into a little box and 
then buried under the dirt where the 
inconsequential of history, nay, where 
the very animals are left to rot?

MICHAEL
That’s a good point.

MORTICIAN
But a crypt. Ah. A crypt tells the 
future that you were here, that you 
made your mark, that you, Michael 
Scott, were a success. Even in death, 
Michael Scott is a homeowner in this 
world. Did I mention we’re running a 
promotion? A 12-month supply of roses 
with each purchase.

CUT TO:

EXT. CAROL’S HOUSE - NIGHT - N2

Michael stands at the front door, holding ROSES.

Carol opens the door.

CAROL
Michael, what are you doing here?

MICHAEL
These are for you.

He hands her the flowers. She hesitates, then accepts.

CAROL
What’s the occasion?

MICHAEL
I’m dying.

CAROL
What?

MICHAEL
Brain tumor. Just got the test 
results. 

Tears of human sympathy rise up in Carol’s eyes. Pleased, 
Michael goes on bravely.

MORTICIAN (CONT'D)
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MICHAEL (CONT’D)
When the Big Guy calls your name, you 
gotta answer. I’ve been putting my 
affairs in order and I need to sell my 
house to buy a crypt. As my realtor, 
I’m requesting that you put my house 
on the market immediately --

Carol steps forward and hugs Michael.

CAROL
I’m so sorry, Michael.

MICHAEL
Dying hasn’t been that bad, actually.

Carol searches his face.

CAROL
You’re so brave.

She leans in, kisses him passionately. Pulls away.

CAROL (CONT’D)
My kids are at a Luther League sleep-
over. 

She leads him into the house. He glances back at the camera 
as the door closes.

The camera rushes around to a window but Carol snaps the 
blind shut.

CUT TO:

EXT. MICHAEL’S HOUSE - LATER THAT NIGHT - N2

As Michael drives up, the camera runs toward him. He climbs 
out, shirt loose, big smile on his face.

MICHAEL
I know what you want, but I do not 
kiss and tell. That is not who I am. 
Oh, man, she was hot. And dirty, in a 
good way. Those Luther Leaguers must 
be a wild bunch.

CUT TO:

INT. MICHAEL’S BEDROOM - LATER THAT NIGHT - N2

Michael sits on the bed. Hair tousled, bottle of whisky in 
one hand, cell phone in the other. 
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VOICE MAIL
You’ve reached Jan Levinson. Please 
leave a message.

The machine BEEPS.

MICHAEL
Hello, Ms. Levinson. This is Michael 
Scott, though not for much longer. I’m 
dying, Jan, and my greatest regret is 
leaving this life without having done 
you --

Another BEEP. The line goes dead. Michael redials.

VOICE MAIL
You’ve reached Jan Levinson. Please 
leave a message.

MICHAEL
Without having done you the honor of 
saying how much I respect you. I know 
I’ve been insensitive, but never mean. 
I love life so much that sometimes I 
get carried away. I just wanted to do 
you --

BEEP. Cursing underbreath, Michael punches the numbers.

VOICE MAIL
You’ve reached Jan Levinson. Please 
leave a message.

MICHAEL
Do you the courtesy of inviting you to 
my living funeral. Tomorrow night, 
Chilis. We can share our last awesome 
blossom.

Michael drops the phone.

MICHAEL (CONT’D)
(to camera)

That’s the way guys do it. From the 
heart. And the bottle.

He takes a big swig, almost overcome with emotion. Offers the 
bottle to the camera. A HAND reaches out, takes the bottle.

CUT TO:
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INT. OFFICE - RECEPTION AREA - MORNING - D3

Michael steps up to Pam’s desk. He’s red-eyed and hung over, 
but in good spirits.

PAM
Where were you yesterday? 

MICHAEL
If you missed me yesterday, you’re 
really going to miss me tomorrow. Or 
the next day.

PAM
Why? Where are you going?

MICHAEL
Assemble the troops.

INT. CONFERENCE ROOM - LATER - D3

Everyone waits in the conference room, facing Michael.

MICHAEL
I called Dwight. Apparently he spent 
all day and all night looking for me. 
What will he do with the rest of his 
life, I wonder?

OSCAR
What’s going on, Michael? 

MICHAEL
Tonight at Chilis, I am hosting my own 
living funeral.

PHYLLIS
Like in “Tuesdays with Morrie”?

MICHAEL
Exactly. Excellent book, by the way.

STANLEY
Aren’t you supposed to wait until 
you’re dying?

MICHAEL
My blood tests found a brain tumor. 

Everyone reacts in awed silence. Michael drinks it up.

Pam quietly exits, goes to her desk, picks up the phone.
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MICHAEL (CONT’D)
So, take the rest of the day to gather 
your thoughts. This may be your only 
chance to tell me how you truly feel. 
After that, I’ll be gone, and you’ll 
have to live with what you say, or 
don’t say, for the rest of your lives. 
So don’t blow it.

Michael exits, leaving everyone in shock. In the background, 
we see Pam on the phone.

CUT TO:

INT. CHILIS - NIGHT - D3

Several tables have been pulled together. Everyone is there, 
including Jan and Carol, sitting on either side of Michael.

JAN
Perhaps I can start. I am stunned and 
saddened at this turn of events. While 
Michael and I do not see eye to eye 
on, well, anything, he is a truly 
remarkable salesman. He really --

MICHAEL
At a living funeral, you’re supposed 
to talk to the dying person.

JAN
Oh. Of course. Michael, you are such 
an effective salesman because you are 
a real man of the people. The best and 
worst of human nature are so evident 
in you. You are a modern Everyman, and 
much to my own surprise, I think I’ll 
miss certain aspects of your wildly 
inappropriate behavior.

Laughter all around. Michael is in heaven. Carol hugs his 
arm. 

Dwight is about to stand but Jim beats him to it.

JIM
I’ve worked at a lot of places. 
They’re all the same. But with 
Michael, I never --

Michael SNAPS HIS FINGERS, points to himself. Jim turns to 
face Michael.
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JIM (CONT’D)
With you, Michael, I never know what 
to expect. You wanted us to love you 
as much as you love yourself, and 
while that drove us crazy sometimes, 
well, all of the time, it was oddly 
endearing. Maybe if we all lived with 
our hearts on our sleeves, the world 
would be a better place. Anyway, it’s 
been a lot of fun, and I want to thank 
you for that. To Michael.

Jim raises a glass. Everyone follows. Michael is teary-eyed.

EVERYONE
To Michael!

They drink. Dwight starts to stand, but Toby gets up first. 
Grimacing, Dwight sits.

TOBY
Divorce can make you feel betrayed. 
You feel lied to, and because you’re 
so sad, everyone keeps lying to you. 
During my divorce, you, Michael, were 
the only one who never lied. Everyone 
said my wife and I would get back 
together. You said my marriage was 
over. Everyone said I’d be OK because 
I’m a reliable and stable person. You 
said I was a failure and I had a stick 
up my ass. Your insensitivity was like 
peroxide for the soul. It hurt like 
hell, but I think I healed faster. So 
thank you, Michael.

They raise another glass to Michael.

PAM
To Michael, the most insensitive 
person on earth.

EVERYONE
To Michael!

ANGLE ON DOOR

Miss Calvin, the nurse, enters.

BACK TO TABLE

Pam notices. She gets up and heads for the door. 
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As the laughter dies, Dwight starts to stand, but this time 
Carol is up first. He glares at her and slowly sits.

CAROL
I met Michael about a year ago. I was 
his realtor. And I have to admit, at 
the time, I thought he was gay. After 
his performance last night, I know 
better.

More laughter. Michael is loving it.

By this time, Pam and Miss Calvin have reached the table. 
Miss Calvin stands across from Michael.

MISS CALVIN 
Michael Scott, you do not have a brain 
tumor. 

Everyone reacts. Michael doesn’t believe it.

MICHAEL
But the file said “M. Scott.”

MISS CALVIN
Scott is a common surname. The file 
you read belongs to someone who works 
across the street. That M. Scott is 
blond, 5 foot 6, and weighs 135 
pounds. But you didn’t read that far 
into someone else’s confidential 
medical file, did you? 

She tosses a FILE on the table in front of Michael.

MISS CALVIN (CONT’D)
For the record, you’re in perfect 
health, except for a mild case of 
genital yeast infection. Yes, ladies, 
men get it too. Good night.

Miss Calvin exits. Everyone stares at Michael.

Finally, Jan gets up and leaves. Carol, still standing, 
throws a glass of beer in Michael’s face and storms out.

One by one, everyone follows until only Dwight is left. He 
sits next to Michael, whose head is lowered.

DWIGHT
It’s OK, Michael. It’s OK.

After a moment, Michael lifts his face. But instead of shame, 
we find him smiling.
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MICHAEL
I’m alive. I’m alive!!

Michael and Dwight start leaping about the room, cheering, 
squirting beer at each other.

A Chili’s WAITER rushes in to stop them. They squirt the 
waiter with beer, chasing him off camera.

MICHAEL TALKING HEAD

Drying his face with a towel.

MICHAEL
I’ve heard people say they actually 
felt more alive after being diagnosed 
with a terminal disease. I always 
thought that was a load of crap. But 
it’s true. Dying was the best thing 
that ever happened to me. I got free 
roses. I had hot sex. And I have a 3-
day cancelation clause in my contract, 
so I don’t have to trade my house for 
a crypt. Life is good.

END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

INT. MICHAEL’S BATHROOM - DAWN - D4

Michael RIVERDANCES while brushing with an electric tooth 
brush. 

INT. MICHAEL’S BEDROOM

Michael VOGUE DANCES (strike a pose) in front of the mirror 
while putting on his shirt and tie.

INT. MICHAEL’S KITCHEN

Michael BREAK DANCES on the tile, kicking over a chair.

MICHAEL (V.O.)
I woke up this morning and POW -- 
jumped right out of bed! I’ve never 
been a morning person, but today I 
feel as black as James Brown.

CUT TO:

INT. OFFICE - RECEPTION AREA - MORNING - D4

Michael enters the office laden with BOUQUETS OF FLOWERS, 
BASKETS OF FRUIT, etc. Lines it all up on Pam’s desk.

PAM
You should return those.

MICHAEL
Why?

PAM
Because you’re not dying.

MICHAEL
That’s why I bought them.

PAM
You bought them for yourself?

MICHAEL
I bought them for all of you. And do 
you know why? Because I feel good! 
Watch this. I’ve been practicing my 
James Brown all morning.

He puts on sunglasses and does Stevie Wonder doing James 
Brown’s “I FEEL GOOD,” head tilted up, hands clapping.
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RACK FOCUS ON JIM

Jim stares at Michael.

JIM TALKING HEAD

JIM
Michael Scott is alive and well and 
living in Scranton.

BACK TO OFFICE

An African American DELIVERY GUY walks in. He watches Michael 
for a long moment, then puts a BOX on Pam’s desk. 

DELIVERY GUY
Hate O’Gram for Michael Scott.

Michael stops singing.

MICHAEL
I’m Michael Scott, channeling the late 
great Godfather of Soul.

DELIVERY GUY
James Brown isn’t dead.

MICHAEL
You sure about that?

The Delivery Guy turns to go. Dwight follows him.

DWIGHT
Do you have a card? I might want to 
send a Hate O’Gram.

DELIVERY GUY
Man, who do you got to hate?

DWIGHT
With the exception of seven people? 
Everyone.

CUT TO:

INT. MICHAEL’S OFFICE - LATER - D4

Michael sits at the desk, tearing the box open like a kid at 
Christmas. Dwight stands at his shoulder.

MICHAEL
This is great. I bet it’s from Todd 
Packer. He must have heard about my 
brain tumor.
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DWIGHT
You don’t have a brain tumor.

MICHAEL
I did yesterday.

Michael lifts a VASE OF DEAD FLOWERS from the box. Puzzled, 
he looks at the card.

INSERT SHOT

A card with a SKULL AND CROSSBONES symbol. Underneath is 
written, “Thanks for the yeast infection. Drop dead. Carol.”

BACK TO MICHAEL’S OFFICE

Michael’s good mood is gone. He slumps back in his seat.

MICHAEL
I wish I could.

DWIGHT
What?

MICHAEL 
Drop dead.

Michael lowers his head to the desk, eyes closed. 

MICHAEL (CONT’D)
Kill me, OK? Just kill me.

Dwight picks up a LETTER OPENER, holds it over Michael like a 
knife. Glances up at camera. Hesitates. Reconsiders. Puts the 
letter opener in his pocket.

CUT TO:

INT. MICHAEL’S OFFICE - LATER - D4

Michael sits at his desk, depressed. Ryan enters.

RYAN
You wanted to see me.

MICHAEL
Cheer me up.

RYAN
Excuse me?

MICHAEL
Cheer me up! Cheer me up! God, I felt 
better yesterday when I was dying. 
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RYAN
OK. Think about the blond woman across 
the street who in fact has a brain 
tumor. There’s someone who really 
needs to be cheered up. 

Michael looks like he’s had an epiphany.

MICHAEL
You mean I should ask her out?

RYAN TALKING HEAD

RYAN
I swear to God, that was the furthest 
thing from my mind. Does this mean I’m 
going to hell? It does, doesn’t it?

CUT TO:

EXT. STREET OUTSIDE OFFICE - LATER - D4

Michael and Dwight eat at a FOOD TRUCK in the parking lot. 
They study a run-down DEPARTMENT STORE across the street.

ANGLE ON STORE

In each window, a large sign advertises a product line: 
ELECTRONICS, LINGERIE, MUSIC, FURNITURE, GAMES, etc.

BACK TO STREET

MICHAEL
Blond, 5’6”, 135 pounds. Lingerie 
floor model?

DWIGHT
Sweet. Very sweet.

MICHAEL
Or maybe electronics. iPods and 
laptops. Tech girl with glasses?

DWIGHT
Kinky. Very kinky.

CUT TO:

INT. MICHAEL’S OFFICE - LATER - D4

Jim enters to find Michael and Dwight waiting.

DWIGHT
Close the door.
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MICHAEL
I’m trying to decide something, and I 
need your advice. As a guy.

DWIGHT
Not a gay. A guy.

JIM
Then I better go get Stanley.

Jim starts to go. 

MICHAEL
This is serious, Jim. Life and death.

JIM
You mean, like yesterday?

MICHAEL
Should I ask her out now, or wait to 
see if she recovers?

JIM
Ask who?

DWIGHT
The hottie with the brain tumor.

Jim is literally speechless. He looks away.

RACK FOCUS ON RYAN THROUGH THE BLINDS

Ryan stands by Pam’s desk. He makes eye contact and gives Jim 
a horrified nod.

BACK TO MICHAEL’S OFFICE

JIM
You’re talking about M. Scott, who 
works across the street?

DWIGHT
Wait until after chemo. See what she 
looks like without hair.

MICHAEL
Bald can be sexy. Demi Moore. Bruce 
Willis. Yul Brynner.

JIM
Have you even met her?
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MICHAEL 
If I ask her out now, I’m the selfless 
hero.

As they continue, Jim backs out of the room.

DWIGHT
True. But what if she ends up a 
vegetable?

MICHAEL 
Gross. Though, if she was a vegetable, 
she wouldn’t know if I dumped her.

JIM TALKING HEAD

JIM
I take back everything I said at the 
funeral. Everything.

CUT TO:

EXT. OFFICE - LATER - D4

Michael and Dwight start across the street, walking toward 
the Department Store.

DWIGHT
You can give meaning to her short, 
empty life. You can be her savior.

Michael stops in the middle of the street, struck by the 
thought. He turns and starts walking back.

DWIGHT (CONT'D)
Where are you going?

MICHAEL
She’s dying, Dwight. Do you have any 
idea what she’s going through? Well, I 
do, because I was her. I lived with 
her diagnosis. I can’t just ask her 
out casually. There’s nothing casual 
in her life anymore. I have to sweep 
her off her feet. 

DWIGHT
Candy or flowers?

MICHAEL
Both.
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DWIGHT
Yes!

CUT TO:

INT. OFFICE - CONFERENCE ROOM - D4

Everyone sits in the conference room. The chairs are arranged 
in a circle.

TOBY
Yesterday seemed to be the last straw 
for a lot of people. Most of you have 
taken a few minutes to vent at my 
desk, but this time I think we need 
something more. Part of my HR training 
included grief counseling. When 
someone dies, it’s more bearable to go 
through grief as part of a community. 
In this case, someone who was supposed 
to die didn’t. That’s the source of 
our grief. It’s not Michael’s death we 
have to survive. It’s his life. We can 
do it alone, which we all know is 
hard. Or we can try and get through 
the grief of not losing Michael, 
together.

PAM
How would it work?

TOBY
Just speak from the heart. What do you 
really think about Michael? How does 
he really make you feel? Say to each 
other all the things you regret not 
saying to him.

JIM
Like a bizarro living funeral.

TOBY
Exactly. By sharing our grief, we can 
make it more bearable. At least until 
he gets back. Who wants to go first?

Everyone, except Angela, raises their hand.

ANGELA TALKING HEAD

ANGELA
Death is not funny. Especially for 
someone like Michael. I think I can 
safely say he’s not saved. 

(MORE)
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Seriously, can you imagine Michael in 
heaven? Or hell? 

CUT TO:

INT. SHOPPING MALL - LATER - D4

Michael and Dwight walk through the mall. They’re LOADED WITH 
JUNK FOOD, like kids at a fair.

DWIGHT
Maybe you’ll get married. She won’t 
even have to change her last name. 
It’s like fate. It was meant to be.

MICHAEL
Love works in mysterious ways.

DWIGHT
Unless she’s one of those fem chicks 
who hyphenate. Then you’d be Michael 
Scott-Scott.

MICHAEL
You always go too -- Now my ice cream 
tastes sour.

He throws his ice cream in the trash.

Michael waits, looking expectantly at Dwight. Frowning, 
Dwight throws his own ice cream in the trash.

They walk on. Dwight glances at the camera.

DWIGHT 
This is the perfect marriage scenario. 
Think about it. You have nothing to 
lose.

Michael motions for him to continue.

DWIGHT (CONT'D)
Even if it’s a bad marriage, how long 
can it last? And when she dies, you 
become the grieving widower. That’s 
catnip to all the lonely, single, hot 
women out there.

Michael stops by a HAAGEN-DAZS booth.

MICHAEL
Want another ice cream? My treat.

ANGELA (CONT'D)
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DWIGHT
(glance at camera)

Cookies and Cream.

CUT TO:

INT. OFFICE - CONFERENCE ROOM - LATER - D4

Ryan stands facing everyone.

RYAN
I’m just a temp, but there’s so much I 
want to say to Michael. 

TOBY
Pretend I’m Michael. 

RYAN 
OK. I guess I want to know, are you a 
latent homosexual? I have gay friends 
and they don’t hit on me, but you do. 
A lot. A whole lot. What’s with that?

OSCAR
As the only official gay man in the 
office, let me state emphatically, 
Michael is not gay.

KEVIN
You just don’t want him on your team.

RYAN
But what if he is gay? 

OSCAR
If Michael ever came out of the 
closet, I would go back in. And lock 
the door.

Everyone laughs.

CUT TO:

INT. SHOPPING MALL - LATER - D4

Michael and Dwight walk side by side. Michael holds FLOWERS. 
Dwight holds a big BOX OF CANDY.

DWIGHT
You might even have time for children.

MICHAEL 
Career. House. Kids. Wife. I’d have it 
all.
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DWIGHT
And when she dies, you become the 
grieving single father widower. Super-
catnip. So instead of career, house, 
kids, wife, it’s career, house, kids, 
babes. 

Michael stops at a PRETZEL STAND.

MICHAEL
Pretzel? My treat.

CUT TO:

INT. OFFICE - CONFERENCE ROOM - LATER - D4

Everyone is laughing hard, except Angela.

Phyllis talks to Toby, who continues to role play Michael.

PHYLLIS
I know I’m fat. But you’re fat, too. 
My fat is more visible, that’s all. 
I’m physically fat. You’re emotionally 
and intellectually fat. That’s right, 
I’m calling you a fat head! And, and, 
and you have a fat attitude! And when 
it comes to how you treat women, 
you’re obese! You should be in a 
sideshow! You should have a tent right 
next to the Fat Lady -- and the sign 
should read The Fat American Male! 

Everyone is laughing and clapping, having a really good time. 
Even Angela cracks a smile.

CUT TO:

INT. SHOPPING MALL - LATER - D4

Michael and Dwight walk with flowers, candy and pretzels.

DWIGHT
How are you going to propose?

MICHAEL 
I’m starting to think this whole thing 
is silly. Who am I kidding?

DWIGHT
It could happen. A lot of married 
couples tell bizarre stories of how 
they met. This could be your story. 
You deserve it, Michael.
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MICHAEL
I do deserve it. I just don’t want to 
get carried away. I -- Look, a jewelry 
store. 

Michael walks toward the store. Dwight smiles to camera.

CUT TO:

INT. OFFICE - CONFERENCE ROOM - LATER - D4

Jim stands in front of everyone.

JIM
I think Toby should go next. I’ll be 
Michael.

Toby hesitates. 

TOBY
As your HR representative, I don’t 
think that would be appropriate.

JIM
This was your idea. Michael treats you 
worse than anyone --

PHYLLIS
Even worse than he treats women.

JIM
If we’re going to get through the 
burden of not losing Michael, we’ve 
got to do it together.

OSCAR
It’s your turn, Toby.

STANLEY
You need this, Toby.

PAM
We all need it. Do it for us, Toby.

EVERYONE
To-by! To-by! To-by!

Toby finally stands. Everyone cheers.
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JIM TALKING HEAD

JIM
You’ve heard of Pandora’s Box. Well, 
apparently there’s a Michael Scott 
version, and the lid was off.

CUT TO:

INT. SHOPPING MALL - JEWELRY STORE - LATER - D4

Michael stands with a SALES WOMAN. She shows him several 
beautiful NECKLACES.

SALES WOMAN
What’s the occasion?

Michael glances over his shoulder. Dwight is outside, 
watching a CLOWN make ANIMAL BALLOONS for a bunch of KIDS.

MICHAEL
My fiancee has been diagnosed with a 
brain tumor.

SALES WOMAN
My God. I’m so sorry.

MICHAEL
Do you have discounts for...

SALES WOMAN
For the terminally ill?

Michael realizes she’s starting to doubt his story.

MICHAEL 
Let’s see your engagement rings.

SALES WOMAN
Doesn’t your fiancee already have an 
engagement ring?

MICHAEL
Yes.

SALES WOMAN
Then why does she need another one?

MICHAEL
We love each other so much, we’ve 
already planned our 50th wedding 
anniversary. I was going to give her a 
new engagement ring and then we were 
going to renew our vows. 

(MORE)
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But that dream is dead, as she will be 
soon. So I want her to have her 50th 
anniversary ring now.

The woman is fooled. Her eyes tear up.

SALES WOMAN
That is so beautiful.

CUT TO:

INT. OFFICE - CONFERENCE ROOM - LATER - D4

Toby faces Jim, who stands in for Michael.

Though still his subdued self, Toby rants like a stand-up 
comedian. People are laughing and clapping.

TOBY
Sometimes I really hate you. I’m 
talking about big hate. I hate you 
more than Batman hates the Joker. More 
than republicans hate Bill Clinton. 
More than my kids hate spinach. I’m 
talking about daytime soap opera hate. 

CUT TO:

EXT. DEPARTMENT STORE - LATER - D4

Michael and Dwight stand outside the department store, across 
the street from Dunder Mifflin. 

Dwight wears a BALLOON CROWN. Michael holds a BIG BOX.

MICHAEL
I’m going in alone. Wish me luck.

DWIGHT
ToH, HIvqa' Qun'a'wIj! nachwIjDaq 
'obmaQ tu'lu'!

MICHAEL
What the hell was that?

DWIGHT
Good luck in Klingon.

CUT TO:

INT. OFFICE - CONFERENCE ROOM - LATER - D4

Toby is getting worked up. Everyone is really enjoying this.

MICHAEL (CONT'D)
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TOBY
Before coming to Dunder Mifflin, I 
studied market demographics for an ad 
agency. This morning, I tried to 
figure out your demographic, and guess 
what? You’re everywhere! You’re the 13 
to 16 year old adolescent with pocket 
money and a chip on his shoulder. 
You’re the 18 to 21 year old male who 
is 33% more likely to buy if a big 
breasted woman is in the ad. You’re 
the 25 to 30 year old career man who 
needs status symbols like suits and 
cars to compensate for flagging self 
esteem. 

CUT TO:

INT. DEPARTMENT STORE - LATER - D4

Michael talks to a WOMAN at the INFORMATION DESK.

MICHAEL
I have a delivery for M. Scott.

The woman scans a TIME SHEET.

WOMAN
Scott... Scott... Here we go. M. 
Scott. Lingerie.

MICHAEL
(to camera)

Lingerie.

INT. LINGERIE DEPARTMENT - MOMENTS LATER

Michael puts the box on the counter. A tall SALESWOMAN 
approaches. She looks like a supermodel.

MICHAEL
(to camera)

Damn. Too tall.

PRETTY WOMAN
Can I help you?

MICHAEL
I’m looking for M. Scott.

PRETTY WOMAN
I’ll get him.
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She steps away before the word “him” registers on Michael. He 
turns to the camera.

MICHAEL
Did she say --

MIKE
Can I help you?

Michael turns and meets a short, very thin young man with 
balding blond hair. This is MIKE SCOTT.

MICHAEL
M. Scott?

MIKE
The M stands for Mike. 

MICHAEL
You’re Michael Scott?

MIKE
I haven’t been called Michael since I 
was baptized. Everyone calls me Mike.

Michael stares at him.

MIKE (CONT’D)
Are you OK?

CUT TO:

INT. OFFICE - CONFERENCE ROOM - D4

Toby rolls on. Everyone is laughing, even Angela.

TOBY
You’re the 35 to 40 year old single 
guy who buys a house thinking that it 
comes with a family. You’re the 50 to 
59 year old career guy who pinches 
pennies because he never saved a cent 
in his life. You’re the 60 to 68 year 
old retiree so bored with himself that 
he intrudes on the lives of everyone 
around him. You’re all the bad reality 
TV shows rolled into one and played 
out for us every day, all day. And we 
can’t change the channel. We can’t 
turn you off.

CUT TO:
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INT. LINGERIE DEPARTMENT - D4

Mike takes the box and looks inside.

MIKE
What’s all this?

MICHAEL
A care package.

MIKE
For me?

MICHAEL
Someone found out that you have a 
brain tumor, and wanted to let you 
know how much they care about you.

Mike pulls items out of the box: CANDY, BATTLESHIP GAME, X-
BOX, etc. Most of the gifts are really for Michael himself, 
but are perfect for Mike.

MIKE
Wow! Who sent all this?

MICHAEL
It’s anonymous. 

MIKE
Oh my God, an X-Box!

Mike is so moved that Michael finds himself deeply touched as 
well. He watches with genuine affection.

MICHAEL
How’s it going, by the way?

MIKE
You mean the tumor? I start chemo next 
month. I’m trying to live my normal 
life, you know? But between me and 
you, I’m so scared.

MICHAEL
I can imagine.

MIKE
But the prognosis is good. I’m 
hopeful. And this... 

(refers to box)
This is exactly what I needed. My 
doctor says keeping my spirits up can 
really increase my chances.
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MICHAEL
Well, don’t thank me. I’m just the 
messenger. And the message is, hang in 
there. People are thinking about you. 
You’ll pull through.

MIKE
Thanks. This means the world to me.

With a last nod, Michael walks away. After a few steps, he 
pulls something out of his pocket.

ANGLE ON MICHAEL’S HAND

He holds a silver RING BOX. 

BACK TO MICHAEL

He smiles, puts the box back in his pocket, and walks on.

CUT TO:

INT. OFFICE - CONFERENCE ROOM - D4

The laughter subsides as Toby wraps up.

TOBY
But I’ll say this on your behalf -- 
your incredible insensitivity isn’t 
intentional. The truth is, you have a 
good heart. Everything else about you 
is screwed up, but your heart is OK. 
Ultimately, you’re not a bad person. 
Just a really stupid one. For that, I 
can forgive you. 

Everyone is touched by Toby’s sincerity. We see it in their 
faces: he has put their own feelings into words. 

One by one, the words go around the room.

EVERYONE
I forgive you, Michael. I forgive you, 
Michael. I forgive you...

CUT TO:

EXT. OFFICE - LATER - D4

As Michael walks out of the store, Dwight rushes up.

DWIGHT
Well? Did you find M. Scott?
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MICHAEL
I did. And that’s all I’m going to 
say.

DWIGHT
What about the gifts? If things didn’t 
work out, you said I could have the X-
Box!

Michael reaches up and pops Dwight’s balloon hat.

MICHAEL
Cha'ob’tu'heta. That’s fake Klingon 
for “Grow up.”

CUT TO:

INT. OFFICE - LATER - D4

Michael and Dwight walk into the conference room.

MICHAEL
What’s going on?

EVERYONE
Michael!

Everyone leaps up and crowds around Michael. They pat him on 
the back, shake his hand, talk over one another. 

EVERYONE (CONT’D)
I’m so happy to see you! I’m glad you 
didn’t die! That was some funeral! 

Their emotion is so genuine that Michael is moved to tears. 
They take turns hugging him. It’s a Michael love-fest.

Only Toby doesn’t join in. He stands back and watches with a 
big smile on his face: the HR man has done his job.

MICHAEL (V.O.)
I learned a lot these past few days. I 
learned that I am not just loved. I am 
well loved. And I learned life is 
precious and short and fragile and 
unexpected. 

MICHAEL TALKING HEAD

MICHAEL
Don’t take it for granted. Why worry 
about what people think? Why be afraid 
to make a fool of yourself? Just get 
out there and live, live, live. 

(MORE)
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Because before you know it, you’re 
going to be dead, dead, dead.

He smiles at the camera, a satisfied man.

END OF SHOW

MICHAEL (CONT'D)
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